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Abstract: Archaeological practice is increasingly enacted within pervasive and invisible digital infrastruc-
tures, tools, and services that affect how participants engage in learning and fieldwork, and how evidence,
knowledge, and expertise are produced. This article discusses the collective imaginings regarding the
present and future of digital archaeological practice held by researchers working in two archaeological
projects in the Eastern Mediterranean, who have normalized the use of digital tools and the adoption of
digital processes in their studies. It is a part of E-CURATORS, a research project investigating how archae-
ologists in multiple contexts and settings incorporate pervasive digital technologies in their studies. Based
on an analysis of qualitative interviews, we interpret the arguments advanced by study participants on
aspects of digital work, learning, and expertise. We find that, in their sayings, participants not only
characterize digital tools and workflows as having positive instrumental value, but also recognize that
they may severely constrain the autonomy and agency of researchers as knowledge workers through the
hyper-granularization of data, the erosion of expertise, and the mechanization of work. Participants
advance a notion of digital archaeology based on do-it-yourself (DIY) practice and craft to reclaim agency
from the algorithmic power of digital technology and to establish fluid, positional distribution of roles and
agency, and mutual validation of expertise. Operating within discourses of labour vs efficiency, and tech-
nocracy vs agency, sayings, elicited within the archaeological situated practice in the wild, become doings,
echoing archaeology’s anxiety in the face of pervasive digital technology.
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1 Introduction

By the late 1950s, archaeology emerged as one of the first disciplines to adopt digital tools and methods
among the human sciences (Huggett, 2013; See, e.g.: Chenhall, 1967; Cowgill, 1967; Gardin, 1958;
Spaulding, 1953). Seventy years on, archaeologists now regularly use digital devices, software applications,
and online services to support all aspects of the research lifecycle from the initial exploration to identify
subjects worthy of investigation to final publication and peer validation of research results. The inception
of digital technology in archaeological research, communication, and curation ranges from the almost
universal use of personal computers and office applications to the limited deployment of large-scale
centralized digital infrastructures, and everything in between. The application of digital technologies by
archaeologists now includes off-the-shelf tools to construct and curate digital photos, diaries, annotations,
reflexive video recording, three-dimensional (3D) models and geographic information system (GIS) repre-
sentations, databases, blogs, and online reports. Archaeological research is increasingly communicated
today via social media and online communication platforms (Huvila, 2014; Kansa, Kansa, & Watrall, 2011).

Scholarly interest in how digital technology can serve the purposes of archaeological research has also
steadily grown. Several decades of the proceedings of the Computer Applications in Archaeology confer-
ence address how digital technologies are used for archaeological data capture, analysis, and communica-
tion, with particular focus on databases (Evans & Daly, 2006; Lock & Brown, 2000), geographic information
systems, visualization, and electronic communication (Huggett & Ross, 2004; Richards, 1998; Zubrow,
Evans, & Daly, 2006). Yet the tenor of that early study was to share insights and guidance about digital
methods, to self-report on newmethods or a novel application, or to publicize and support funding agendas
supporting technological rather than archaeological priorities (Huggett, 2013). Indeed, digital archaeology
research has been criticized for being under-theorized, technocratic, apolitical, and indifferent to social and
cultural concerns (Cobb, 2014; Dallas, 2015; Llobera, 2011).

More recently, an “anxiety discourse” (Beale & Reilly, 2017; Huggett, 2013, 2015) has started considering
critically the underlying implications digital technologies have for archaeology. This shift is exemplified not
only in introspective approaches from within archaeology (Berggren & Hodder, 2003; Caraher, 2019;
Chapman & Wylie, 2014; Huggett, 2015; Lucas, 2001, 2012; Morgan & Eve, 2012; Perry & Taylor, 2018; Roo-
sevelt, Cobb, Moss, Olson, & Ünlüsoy, 2015; Shanks & McGuire, 1996; Tanasi, 2020) but also in evidence-
based, qualitative, and ethnographic research on archaeological practices derived from information and
archival science, sociology, social anthropology, and social studies of science (Buchanan, 2019; Dallas,
2015; Davidovic, 2008; Edgeworth, 2006; Faniel et al., 2018; Faniel, Kansa, Whitcher Kansa, Barrera-Gomez,
& Yakel, 2013; Goodwin, 2003; Huvila, 2008a,b, 2016; Huvila & Huggett, 2018; Huvila, Dalbello, Dallas,
Faniel, & Olsson, 2019; Olsson, 2016; Richardson & Lindgren, 2017; Richardson, 2014). Our research arises
from within this broader reflexive investigation. It is a part of E-CURATORS, a mixed-method, multiple-case
qualitative research project, which investigates how archaeological practices as diverse as survey and exca-
vation, digital illustration, data archiving, and public communication are increasingly enacted within per-
vasive and invisible digital infrastructures, tools and services, fuelled by the turn towards open (Lake, 2012)
and community archaeology (Laužikas et al., 2018; Moser et al., 2002). E-CURATORS responds to the rise of a
broader phenomenon of digital curation “in the wild”, whereby aspects of the archaeological record are
selected, documented, annotated, and sharedusingpervasive technologies suchas off-the-shelf digital tools,
personal information devices, and networked infrastructures (Dallas, 2016b).

2 Analysing Archaeologists’ Ideas at Two Fieldwork Projects

In conducting this study, we view archaeological fieldwork as an activity system (Engeström, 1999;
Leont’ev, 1978) involving different roles, competencies, and relationships, engaged with the production,
management and curation of information, enacted in the context of purposeful activities to construct and
negotiate archaeological knowledge and meaning (Carter, 2017; Dallas, 2007a, 2015; Huggett & Ross, 2004;
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Huvila, 2008a, 2019a,c). Our interests also include the role of digital technologies in the curation and
sustainability of archaeological and cultural heritage within custodial settings, and in the broader context
of post-colonial and global communities (Dallas, 2007b, 2016b, 2018; Ferris & Welch, 2016; Huvila, 2016;
Laužikas et al., 2018; Ross, 2000, 2020). We are also keenly interested to explore the possibilities of learning
about archaeology from the epistemic viewpoint of information (Huvila et al., 2019).

2.1 Research Questions, Sites, and Participants

The object of our inquiry is to establish evidence-based knowledge on how archaeologists think and talk about
digitally mediated work, learning and expertise, and roles and relationships in archaeological fieldwork. This
differentiates our focus from scholarship providing analysis, critique, or advocacy on the merits, pitfalls,
information requirements, and best practices in using digital tools and infrastructures in archaeology (Faniel
et al., 2018; Kansa, Atici, Kansa, & Meadow, 2019; Meghini et al., 2017; Opitz & Johnson, 2016; Roosevelt et al.,
2015) Similarly, we are not concerned here in the forms, preconditions, and future impact of digitally mediated
archaeological work and knowledge (Beale & Reilly, 2017; Carter, 2017; Dallas, 2016a; Huggett, 2021; Huggett,
Reilly, & Lock, 2018; Huvila, 2016; Huvila &Huggett, 2018; Llobera, 2011; Morgan &Wright, 2018; Perry & Taylor,
2018; Tanasi, 2020) or on the shortcomings and remedies to acquire digital archaeological competencies and
expertise (Cook & Compton, 2018; Derudas & Berggren, 2021; Huvila, 2020; Watrall, 2019).

Our study is based on an analysis of interviews conducted with team members from two archaeological
fieldwork projects in the Eastern Mediterranean to address the following research questions:

RQ1: To what extent do project team members discuss different aspects of archaeological fieldwork activity and digitally
mediated practice?

RQ2: How do they situate digital technologies, tools, and procedures in their conception of archaeological knowl-
edge work?

RQ3: How do they address issues of expertise, competences, and learning in the context of digitally mediated fieldwork?

RQ4: How do they conceive roles and relationships between team members in the context of digitally mediated fieldwork?

The two fieldwork projects we examine are the Western Argolid Regional Project (WARP) in Greece and the
Pyla Koutsopetria Archaeological Project (PKAP) in Cyprus. WARP was established in 2014 as a 5 year inter-
disciplinary project aiming to survey a contiguous 30 km2 area in the Inachos river valley, an area in north-
eastern Peloponnese (Gallimore, James, Caraher, & Nakassis, 2017). In the 2019 season, the project was
wrapping up fieldwork, and organizing and studying the findings. PKAP was initiated in 2003 as a “dia-
chronic, intensive archaeological investigation of a 5 km2 area on the southern coast of Cyprus” (Caraher,
Moore, Noller, & Pettegrew, 2005, p. 245), and has conducted multiple seasons of archaeological survey in the
Koutsopetria valley before excavating the site of Vigla, an Early Hellenistic fortification (Landvatter, Olson,
Reese, Stephens, & Moore, 2018; Olson, Caraher, Pettegrew, & Moore, 2013).

Although they are presently autonomous projects with distinct identities, the histories ofWARP and PKAP
are intertwined, given that Bill Caraher, one of the current directors of WARP, was the director of the PKAP
project up until the mid-2010s. Both projects involve archaeologists teaching in North American universities
as directors, PhD students, and early career researchers who are given significant responsibilities in project
work. In addition, there is a transient cohort of graduate and undergraduate students who join each season to
gain fieldwork experience, in the established tradition of the archaeological field school. Both projects work
with an extended network of collaborators, including finds specialists, archaeozoologists, archaeobotanists,
conservators, and experts in various modes of analysis, including digital visualization and processing.

Adhering to the ethics protocol for this research, WARP interviewees included project directors Dimitri
Nakassis (University of Colorado Boulder), Bill Caraher (University of North Dakota), and Scott Gallimore
(Wilfrid Laurier University); we also interviewed three PhD students completing their dissertations and
engaged as survey team leaders with several seasons’ experience at WARP: Joey Frankl (University of
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Michigan), Machal Gradoz (University of Colorado Boulder; University of Michigan), and Melanie Godsey
(University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill). In PKAP, we interviewed again Melanie Godsey, who is a
member of both projects, as well as PKAP project directors Brandon Olson (Metropolitan State University of
Denver) and Tom Landvatter (Reed College). We also interviewed Dave Masten, an IT specialist and old
friend of Brandon’s, who was brought on as a volunteer to create a revised archaeological database. All
participants provided consent for us to both identify them individually, vital for us to represent the diversity
of voices and insights across an archaeological project, and quote their comments in this study.

2.2 Research Design and Methodology

A provisional thematic structure for data collection (interview scripts) and analysis (code system) was
developed in Winter 2019, based on earlier conceptual modelling work representing the relationships
between archaeological fieldwork activities, individual actors and groups, and ideas expressed by archae-
ologists (cf. Benardou, Constantopoulos, Dallas, & Gavrilis, 2010; Dallas, 2015). Data collection was based
on qualitative interviewing. Our conversations with study participants followed a combination of life
histories and semi-open episodic interviews (Flick, 2000). We interviewed participants in situ, in June
and July of 2019. Interviews were then fully transcribed in Fall 2019, and then coded and analysed using
the MaxQDA qualitative data analysis application, in Winter and Spring 2020, followed by interpretation
and writing-up in Summer and Fall 2020.

An account of the methodological paradigm, conceptual modelling work, and research design of
E-CURATORS is beyond the scope of this article, but a brief summary is included here as part of a broader
elaboration of a protocol for meta-research into digital practices in the humanities (Maryl et al., 2020, paras.
40–47) as well as and justification of key methodological decisions made. Our research starts with a
deductive step, used to establish an initial thematic guide and script for semi-open interviewing, and a
provisional code system for qualitative data analysis. This was to make explicit our prior understandings,
questions, and research orientation, which we consider an essential factor in allowing the transformation of
data into evidence. However, evidence can yield new insights; hence, in a further inductive step, we
encouraged participants to share topics and ideas beyond our original interview questions and were
open to identify new topics for analysis through open coding of interview transcripts.

We adopted a constructionist (Burr, 2015; Restivo & Croissant, 2008; Talja, Tuominen, & Savolainen,
2005) rather than realist (Lincoln, Lynham, & Guba, 2018) ontological position in our investigation. Unlike
observation-based approaches aiming to produce knowledge on what archaeologists actually do, our
objects of inquiry are archaeologists’ sayings on what digital technologies are, how they should be used
and how they affect knowledge work, fieldwork practice, and the construction of expertise. We do not
regard sayings as mere expressions of some separate materially constituted world of practice but view
digital practice in archaeology as an “open-ended, spatially-temporally dispersed nexus of doings and
sayings” (Schatzki, 2012, p. 14), and sayings as “discursive doings” (Schatzki, 2017). Far from being in-
accurate, and possibly also deceptive reflections of a materially construed archaeological practice, sayings
are “reliable guides to existing organised activity nexuses” (Schatzki, 2012, p. 24), and representations of
“mental routines [which] are integral parts and elements of practices” (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 252). In other
words, we consider what we were told as useful evidence towards establishing the logic of archaeological
practice in their respective fieldwork projects.

The following sections present successive steps in our analysis. Initially, we scoped the full corpus of
interview transcripts to get a sense of topics that attracted the interest of study participants (RQ1). We then
analysed a relevant subset of the full interviews against three thematic areas: (1) digital work, (2) learning and
expertise, and (3) data. We further explored how participants conceive of digital tools, workflows, do-it-yourself
(DIY), and craft in digital archaeology (RQ2); of digital expertise and learning (RQ3); and of the distribution and
recognition of agency through the division of labour, roles, and relationships (RQ4). In what follows, topics in
the code system used for our analysis (codes) are printed in italics. References to participant Sayings are prefixed
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with “P” and “W” for PKAP and WARP interviews, numbered sequentially, and referenced within square
brackets. A full list of Sayings referred to in this article is included in the online supplement¹.

3 Structure and Focus of Conversation Topics

Given the focus of our research, we coded topics referred to within Sayings (meaningful, coded segments of
text) by means of a provisional code system (hierarchy of topics) falling under the broader domain of
archaeological activity, derived from our initial conceptual modelling work. Activity-related conceptual
entities, or topics, represented in our coded data include Activity Type, Archaeological entity, Information
entity, Tool, Method, Competence, People, Group, Motive, and External factors, and their relationships are
captured in a labelled property graph model (Figure 1).

The interest of study participants in a particular topic of archaeological and digital practice is reflected
in the relative frequency of Sayings (text segments) coded with the topic (Figure 2). Based on the number of
Sayings, the most frequently discussed topics are Activities (processes spanning fieldwork, analysis, inter-
pretation and publication, to long-term retention or preservation of data), followed by Roles (by work type
and by position), as well as Tools (software, hardware, and network services), and Information entities (and
more particularly databases).

3.1 Difference in Topics Between Projects

Comparing interests across the two projects (Figure 3), we can confirm that, despite the fact that the same
semi-open interview script was used for both groups of participants, there is a significant difference in their

Figure 1: Labelled property graph model representing entities and relationships documented in this study.



1 See https://doi.org/10.1515/opar-2020-0217.
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thematic focus. PKAP interviews refer more often to Archaeological entities, Information entities, and Tools,
and, amongmore specific code categories, toModifying activities, Constructions, Excavations, Georeferenced
data, Remote sensing data, Software, Network services, Procedures, Requirements, and Research commu-
nities. Conversely, WARP interviews refer more to Roles and Competences, and among more specific topics,
to activities of Acquiring and Organizing, Physical tools, Field competencies, Local communities, Roles by
position, and Roles by work type (Figure 3). Some of these differences are perhaps unsurprising: for instance,
less discussion about Local communities in PKAP reflects the fact that that the research site is within the
military zone controlled by the British in Cyprus. Furthermore, a higher frequency of references to Con-
structions and Excavations is to be expected in PKAP, given that this project included a site excavation. But
it is noteworthy that PKAP conversations were significantly more often focused on technically oriented
topics such as Georeferenced data and Remote sensing data, Software, and Network services, whereas WARP
conversations were more focused on human-oriented topics such as Roles and Competences.

Figure 2: Distribution of topics identified in Sayings of study participants across Activities, Archaeological entities, Information
entities, Tools, External factors, Competences, Persons, Groups, Roles, and Motives.
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4 Digital Tools, Workflows, and Agency in Knowledge Work

In their Sayings about archaeological and digital practice, participants do not talk of topics, such as Activity
types, Roles, Tools, andMethods in isolation, but connect them inmeaningful Statements, identifying Issues,
and asserting Positions, which represent their understanding of what actually happens, and their evaluative
and affective dispositions towards different aspects of practice. While looking at collocations related to such
topics, we focused further analysis on those Sayings that relate to meaningful Statements by study partici-
pants, which we organized in an open coding hierarchy allowing us to represent different relationships
between Issues and Positions as an issue-based practical argumentation directed graph (Conklin &
Begeman, 1988; Kunz & Rittel, 1970). To support the analysis presented in the remainder of this article,
we performed searches for the issues and positions expressed by participants in terms of their thematic
focus, and their associations with topics identified from other code hierarchies (Activity types, Roles, etc.).

4.1 Digital Tools Promote Efficiency

Nearly all participants point to benefits digital tools afford: an increase in efficiency when collecting,
processing, and analysing data [W39; W41; W64; P4], greater precision and accuracy [P4; P19; W52;
W72; W73; W49; P2; P4; P38; P24; P26], and their capacity to store, copy, integrate, and move large volumes
of information [P30; P34; P42; W68; W39]. Participants also identify how digital tools uplift researchers’
experiences by making their work easier. For example, Tom describes the practical benefits of digital
imaging technologies on the archaeological practice of illustrating burials:

Tom: …[D]rawing a human skeleton by hand takes forever. I’ve done it, it’s awful. It takes… forever. And it’s – this is the
kind of thing where it’s – it is excruciating and, it really does slow the work down when you’re confronted with that kind of
thing. It’s just too much. And so this is where like seeing how to use the photogrammetry to speed up these sort of things
which… it sort of even, like not everybody is a great like draftsman or drawer, right? … But I talk to people and they say oh
my god I hate baulk drawing, it’s just so hard and long and tedious, and there’s a good thing to kind of sit – because you are
forced to sit through and think about that stratigraphy, and there’s that benefit to that. But it also is like, there’s just certain
skills that like we don’t all have the time to develop. And … [that] technology [can] even the playing field, and allow for
more accurate – and it’s more accurate. So it – it does a double duty, kind of, [to] speed things up, and be more accurate at
the same time [P37].

Participants across both projects express views similar to Scott when he states that digital tools are “impor-
tant for keeping the records organised” [W57]. They note that digital tools allow data to be copied, trans-
formed, reformatted and refactored with relative ease, and applied to various processes in parallel, or in
tandem, in a “kind of hyper linear way” [P40; P21; P23; P46; P4; P15; W29; W58]. Different interviewees also
point out that digital media enables some unique ways to engage with archaeological information, for

Figure 3: Relative frequency of topics represented in Sayings by PKAP and WARP teammembers. Only topics for which there is a
statistically significant difference in frequency between PKAP and WARP, according to an analysis of adjusted standardized
residuals (p > 0.95), are included.
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instance, by using hyperlinks to explicitly relate interpretations with supporting data, or by rendering 3D
models using digital graphical processing engines [W61; W22; P32].

4.2 Digital Tools are Good to Think

Participants also note that their engagement with digital tools stimulates critical reflection upon how
archaeological entities are constituted as epistemic objects through formal processes of representation
and digital manipulation [W33; P20; P22; P12; W66]. Melanie, who is commonly tasked with preparing
features for photogrammetric data capture, illustrates this point clearly:

Melanie: Using Agisoft to recreate and reproduce these 3D models is excellent. And that’s something that, of course, I
don’t run myself. I don’t have the software. But producing that data is really useful, in addition to actually putting together
the model. So that’s the side that I’m on, right. Like, what are the choices that need to be made to actually make that model
work? And that forces you to stop and think about what really matters, about whatever moment of excavation you’re
in [P20].

4.3 Future Access and Preservation are Key Considerations

Furthermore, archaeologists in WARP and PKAP consider digital technology useful as a means of specifically
supporting future data reuse. Teammembers from both projects refer to the use of digital infrastructures tomake
their data openly accessible, extending their value as a collective resource they believe will benefit future
archaeological study. Many participants, especially those who are very enthusiastic about sharing their data,
imagine potential research applications as being performed in the distant future by scholars whose interests are
entirely different from their own, and which cannot be anticipated at present [P33; P30; W65; W78].

Yet, as Bill maintains, details regarding data generation are, as a rule, not documented because “they’re
just considered so mundane” [W15]. In fact, several participants from both projects state that simply
making the data available online is sufficient [P27; P28; W77; W37; W16], something that might come as
a surprise to digital preservation and data curation specialists. Although several people assert that making
data freely available will facilitate future research [P28; P33], it is only Dimitri and Bill who, within a more
complex conversation, raise the question of the absence of paradata on data constitution, and its implica-
tions on the potential for future reuse:

Dimitri: In raw format, I’m saying that without understanding collection protocols and all this kind of stuff, it’s hard to…
You know what I mean? Even if you could bring up a map of all the late Roman amphoras like found on surveys in the
Peloponnese … No?

Bill: I’m… I tend to be more optimistic that this data has meaning. I spent this last two years working on data from, from the
distant past, from 1988 and 1989, that didn’t have robust paradata, that you know, didn’t have – and its notebooks and
boxes of sherds. And I felt like I could construct reasonable, reasonable arguments from it, that didn’t go beyond what I felt
like the edges of the data, you know? Didn’t devolve into speculation. …And some of these other people really ad –
advocate strongly for going back and using, going back and doing things with legacy projects, right? You know, people
are willing to do that! Maybe they’re aren’t, certainly going back and excavating a digital dataset. Doesn’t seem incon-
ceivable from an archaeological standpoint.…

Dimitri: Is there a huge amount of value added? I mean, people will have different research questions, and there’ll all
good. You know, there’ll be all kinds of reasons why people might go back to look at our data. But I don’t know. You’re
talking about a site that was never – or at least, the neighbourhood you’re studying was never published, right? In any
meaningful way. So you’re, you’re doing the basic work of publishing an unpublished site [W36].

The conversation between Dimitri and Bill is considerably more nuanced and complex than this excerpt
reveals. It involves considerations of what it means to understand the methodological and context-specific
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aspects of data collection, the roles and responsibilities of data creators and re-users, the relevance of tacit
knowledge that can be transmitted between a community of practice even in the absence of recorded
information, the methodological framing of archaeological work, and even the logistics of recording con-
textual information when “no one wants to read fourteen pages on how to use a trowel” [W15]. This
conversation, overall, seems to confirm and interrogate how digital tools and infrastructures can be valued
not only in the instrumental context of the actual project in the present tense but also in the projective
context of future access, re-use, and preservation of the archaeological record.

4.4 Digital Tools Enforce Their Own Logic

In both positive and negative evaluative statements about digital tools, participants focus not so much on
the abstract capabilities of these technologies but on their agentive, performative role in producing certain
outcomes in situated contexts, and in shaping the way archaeological work is conducted. These field
archaeologists identify archaeological projects as collective efforts, and their research outputs as a nexus
of coordinated, collaborative ties [W24; W32; P35]. They conceive of projects as distributed sets of inte-
grated work, and concede, at the end, that “digital technologies are to a certain extent necessary to
accommodate the way that archaeological knowledge is increasingly broken up” [W32].

While team members from both projects recognize multiple areas where digital technology can be
useful, they also share significant negative perceptions of digital tools. Dimitri, Bill, and Melanie separately
express the view that digital tools are inflexible [W25; P25], and that they have a tendency to impose
limitations on researchers’ decisions and behaviours [W29; P47]. Some study participants consider digital
tools to be resistant to changes resulting from the dynamic circumstances in which archaeological research
occurs, circumstances which may warrant altering routines “on the fly” [W26; W27; P34]. This is comple-
mented by the notion that, conversely, non-digital tools are simple, yielding readily to the fluctuating needs
of human users, and fundamentally dependable [W39; P37]. As Tom put it, “paper forms, it turns out that
they’re not a bad thing. You don’t have to keep dealing with your Wi-Fi network breaking down as you’re
trying to like remotely sync data” [P37]. It is questionable, in this light, if the “synergy of practitioner, tool
and material” afforded by physical devices such as paper forms through an embodied coupling of percep-
tion and action, which is supported by a long history of past use (Ingold, 2011, p. 56) is also manifested in
the case of digital tool use.

In this sense, critical discussion about digital tools is typically framed in terms of the effects that they
have in restructuring the work performed by archaeologists:

Bill: I mean, this is going to sound completely banal – and everyone knows, right? But these tools ultimately like, tweak
your, your data collection to their strengths, right? I mean, whether it be ArcGIS or Access, that you end up kind of
operating by their rules and not only by their rules in the formal sense – you know their rules are usually dynamic enough
that you can make it – but like their systems, and how they want you to kind of think and organise your data. It ends up
kind of pushing you into doing particular kinds of work [W29].

Bill’s statement suggests that digital tools can influence the process of managing archaeological data by
requiring people to anticipate or account for how their work will integrate with and can be shaped by these
tools. Team members from both projects reinforce this concern that digital tools can dominate archaeolo-
gical knowledge work, reducing engagement with archaeological data collection and management, and
undermining the acquisition of archaeological expertise [W35; W49; W30; P45]. Overall, participants’
observations reflect more the tool’s agency over makers, rather than Ingold’s (2011) symmetric notion
that the tool and maker each influence each other in the mediation of the limitations, capacities, and
workarounds of (in this case) off-the-shelf digital tools.

Participants refer often to the activities, rules, processes, systems, and ways of work that digital tools
enforce. The most notable notion participants raise is “workflows”: systematizing devices that contribute to
the production of better and more complete results. Workflows are conceived by participants as disciplined
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ways of working, or knowledge management constructs that channel information along preformulated
pathways, and in service of particular desired outcomes [W33]. Participants acknowledge that digital
workflows help keep track of, and integrate, large volumes of data drawn from distributed sets of con-
tributors [W32], something that has a positive impact for how archaeological methods are documented, and
the facilitation of data integration and reuse.

Yet, while the instrumental usefulness of digital workflows as an index for the algorithmic power of
digital technologies is not challenged directly, participants often scrutinize the role of workflows on the
construction of archaeological data and knowledge. For instance, Bill introduces workflows as relevant to a
broader dilemma between valuing phenomenological fieldwork versus purely data-driven knowledge pro-
duction in archaeology:

Bill:With this kind of hyper-granular data workflow almost all of these applications, sort of want you to – to use probably
an inappropriate term, it’s best practice, it’s required practice that … your data is constantly pushed toward increasing
granularity. Um, which means then you have to abide by their rules, so to speak [W29].

These comments imply that “hyper-granular workflows” contribute to the increased fragmentation of
archaeological data and is a key factor for enforcing their own logic on archaeological work(ers).
Moreover, in adding that any “thoughtful archaeologist knows that this is not really how we build argu-
ments” [W29], Bill raises a concern that workflows enforced by digital tools may be poorly suited to the
ways archaeology comes to produce good knowledge. The reality of good archaeological knowledge pro-
duction, according to him, involves an intimate understanding of the mechanisms that frame archaeolo-
gical research, and a willingness to explore all potential avenues of inquiry, creating a “disconnect, then,
between the move from experience knowledge, which is like amorphous, to linear knowledge to these kind
of very, very granular and de-linearized tools that we’re constantly being asked to use,”which “has made it
impossible for me to reconstruct in my head” [W29].

Archaeologists in the two projects we investigated use the notion of workflows in a broader and less
precise form than the established definition of workflows as process models, or “scripts” comprising
sequences of steps bound by conditions, and amenable to be formally mapped into decision trees in a
normative work process (Koolen, Kumpulainen, & Melgar-Estrada, 2020; Malone, Crowston, & Herman,
2003; Wissik & Ďurčo, 2016). Participants are primarily concerned with outcomes as the main object of
interest, and with the means of achieving them in an efficient manner. So, their use of “workflow” tends to
be as an umbrella concept pointing to the instrumental promises of algorithmic order imposed on users by
some typically black-boxed system. The term “workflow” comes thus to be applied metonymically by
participants to a whole universe of other things, including datafication of research processes (Richards-
Rissetto & Landau, 2019; Schäfer & van Es, 2017) and the agency of digital devices and infrastructures
(Benardou, Champion, Dallas, & Hughes, 2018; Ruppert, Law, & Savage, 2013).

5 Reclaiming Agency Through DIY Practice and Craft

In the examples introduced above concerning his advocacy of an “anti-workflow” ethos, Bill recognizes the
erosion of expertise and the disconnect with archaeological knowledge proper that comes with wholesale
adoption of the instrumentality of digital tools and workflows. The central issue he raises is the challenge
that algorithmic instrumentality presents to archaeologists’ agency and autonomy: like the tragicomic
protagonist in Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times, archaeologists run the risk of becoming entangled in the
cogs of an algorithmic machine whose products have little to do with genuine knowledge, and which
reduces the capability of people to muster the kind of expertise necessary for archaeological knowledge
production (see also Huggett, 2021). To counter this risk, Bill points to an alternative notion of archae-
ological knowledge work exemplified by the metaphor of “cats like Dimitri” [W41]: scholars who combine
multiple and complementary aspects of expertise including mastery of ancient languages, experience of
ancient landscapes, command over field techniques, domain knowledge in Greek and Mediterranean
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archaeology, ability to understand and deal with local culture and contexts, and, most importantly, the
judgment and knowledge-how (Ryle, 2009) stemming from espousing one particular way of doing
archaeology.

Participants use diverse terms to identify this alternative approach: “slow archaeology,” “embodied
knowledge,” “craft,” and “DIY archaeology.” Craft, in particular, seems to be a common term they use to
illustrate their understanding of archaeological expertise and knowledge. The term has been a major critical
force in archaeology’s long turn towards post-processualism, most notably by Michael Shanks and Randal
McGuire (Shanks & McGuire, 1996), which inspired a vibrant exchange of views on Bill Caraher’s blog
(Caraher, 2014; Graham, 2014; Morgan & Eddisford, 2014). In our study, participants claim that craft is what
enables archaeologists to engage with their material (physical stuff and digital media), and make sense of it
all, as informed by their own personal experiences and talents. For Joey, craft is an intuitive, holistic, and
embodied mode of engagement that does not prioritize efficiency [W46]. Several different traits of doing
research mentioned by participants seem to be related to their recurrent reference to craft, including
embodied knowledge, slow archaeology, and DIY archaeology.

5.1 Embodied Knowledge Trumps Digital Intermediation

Participants’ statements about embodied knowledge and the archaeologists who possess it reflect a gen-
erally positive association with the notion [W41]. Affect, both emotional and sensory, is recognized as
essential [W45; W43]. This is much in line with Michael Olsson’s findings on the importance of sensory
engagement and embodiment in practices of haptic analysis, drawing, and recording practices in two
archaeological excavations in Scotland (Olsson, 2016). The participants recognize, further, that there is
legitimate debate within archaeology as to if embodied knowledge should be prioritized, who gets it, and
how it can be imparted [W31; W13]. Bill and Dimitri assert the importance of embodied knowledge, empha-
sizing that it can only be gained through time and experience. They draw attention to archaeological work
being conducted within a phenomenological approach in Britain – in apparent reference to Chris Tilley’s
landscape phenomenology (Tilley, 1994) – characterized as “wandering around the countryside and ima-
gining”, as a potential method that could be applied to Greek archaeology [W13]. However, Bill points to the
inherent problem of even such a method when “attempting to access voices that rich white guys have
systematically suppressed” when imagining the lives of women in the Neolithic [W14].

Yet embodied knowledge is not seen as independent from the digital technologies archaeologists use.
Although Bill asserts that the large amount of time and labour needed to acquire embodied knowledge can
be greatly reduced by using digital tools, he places more faith in an internal understanding produced by in
situ observation than relying on a digitally captured version of the land [W30]. In fact, digital data collec-
tion is seen as an impediment to achieving the knowledge obtained by being in the landscape in an
experiential manner –which, to Bill, is the very essence of the beauty of archaeology [W12; W29]. By paying
attention to one’s surroundings, practicing manual data collection such as site drawing, and simply
spending time in the field, an archaeologist can see things that others do not, Bill claims [W43]. He stresses
that the method impresses strong memories of the landscape in one’s mind and helps one understand the
data, especially compared to “digitally mediated representations of the site.” [W30; W12]. Interestingly, in
his more recent response to COVID, Bill has had to re-negotiate his desire for being in the field through
digital representations of the project (Caraher, 2021a,b).

5.2 Slow Archaeology Pits Craft Over Efficiency

Another closely related concept to craft that participants’mention is slow archaeology–a term that has been
an emblematic focus of Bill Caraher’s more recent theorization of archaeological practice (Caraher, 2019).
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The dimension of time – time spent practicing in the field and “get[ting] your hands dirty with data” – is
central to Bill’s statements about craft [W42]. This notion of slow archaeology does not prioritize extreme
intelligence or formal training: they are not seen as either necessary or sufficient to achieve craft. Only by
“walk[ing] around the Greek countryside for 20 years”, Bill notes, can an archaeologist perceive the full
extent of the information the landscape has to offer [W43], reiterating a long-standing claim bymany earlier
archaeologists (e.g. Myres, 1989; Tilley, 1994).

Joey defines another aspect of slow archaeology: its association with “pen and paper” over digital
technology as a recording device:

Joey: In the field, we are actually recording everything with pen and paper. Which is kind of part of you know, I mean, I
think it started off with the fact that we couldn’t really afford to have iPads. And then it became kind of part of the
some – the, you know, the orientation of the project is slow archaeology. This idea, the emphasis of the craft over
efficiency [W46].

Although Dimitri (personal communication) disputes cost as the original reason for not adopting iPads,
Joey’s statement is revealing on how slow archaeology came to be identified with the project, as did craft.
He specifically pits craft against efficiency, evidence that resistance to workflows and digital tools is an
aspect of study at WARP. Bill also upholds slow archaeology as a value, defined in opposition to the “really
elaborate and fancy bespoke systems” discussed at digital archaeology conferences [W38].

5.3 DIY Practice Reclaims Algorithmic Agency

Participants assert that archaeological craft involves assembling materials and methods in an ad hoc
manner and making modifications as new needs arise [W42; W48; P44]. They widely use phrases such
as “bricolage,” “hodgepodge,” “on the fly,” “trial by fire,” “learning by doing,” getting your “hands dirty,”
and “playing around” with tools and data to characterize the approach to much of their work [W23; W41;
W42; W69; W48; W49; W51]. These notions are marks of a DIY archaeology and broader maker culture that
was first noted by Colleen Morgan and Stuart Eve emerging from digital archaeological practices (Morgan &
Eve, 2012). Several participants mention DIY archaeology as a notion defining their work with digital
technology. In general, participants characterize archaeology as a discipline that is particularly adept at
working in a manner that befits DIY. They attribute this to limited budgets, the compressed time frames of
fieldwork, and the methodological medley of approaches and tools that are adopted within any given
archaeological project [P43; P44; P45; W50; W42]. Archaeologists manage to deal with the challenges of
this approach by stretching tools beyond their prescribed uses. They value a DIY approach for its potential
to be simple, functional, and transparent, qualities, which they feel enhance researchers’ control over their
data and make producing research quicker [W20]. Participants such as Joey explicitly recognize WARP as a
DIY-driven project, but PKAP workers such as Tom also define their practice (and good archaeological
practice, in general) in terms of DIY [W50; P45].

A DIY approach is defined by participants in terms of identifying how tools may be created and tweaked
to optimally serve desired ends [W42], not with total freedom, but within the expectations imposed by
technical constraints and professional expectations. For instance, Brandon states his preference for embed-
ding 3D models within PDFs as this is the format widely used to publish journal articles, which archae-
ologists rely upon in order to advance their careers [P3]. In this case, the creative agency that goes into DIY
making of digital tools seems to be framed as innovation, that is, the production of a ground-breaking novel
product, but perhaps also as a process of cultural improvisation, working with conventions to make some-
thing that works (Ingold & Hallam, 2007).

In general, PKAP and WARP team members characterize the ability to work with digital systems in DIY
archaeology as a power-laden relationship between the archaeologist and the digital tools or processes they
engage with. They express a need to take control of digital tools and processes, which are generally thought
to be somewhat demanding, in order to steer them towards desired archaeological outcomes [W79; W80].
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They acknowledge that ‘buying in’ to the use of digital tools and systems requires awareness of the
potential that they may provide, adequate understanding of how the tools work, and a willingness on
the part of archaeologists to leverage them [W52; W76] in ways appropriate for addressing their own
research interests [W48;W35]. Ignorance about the capabilities of digital technologymay impede the ability
of archaeologists to address important research questions, as Machal asserts while sharing her frustration
that some projects do not use GIS to the full, but just “to do density maps” [W75].

Although some participants frame DIY practice in opposition to digital workflows [W29; W40; W46],
this dichotomy may be obscuring more nuanced connections. For example, Brandon, in the context of
PKAP, stresses the potential for wielding control over digital workflows while effectively increasing the
agency of archaeologists over technology, as he discusses his process of “refining” and “tweaking” photo-
grammetry and GIS software and their interactions [P2]. In fact, makers like Brandon and Bill who develop
their own digital workflows view this activity as an empowering practice, which, nevertheless, requires
deep practical familiarity with the tools and context of their work [P2; W42]. In fact, they acknowledge that
DIY solutions may be most effectively implemented only when one has deep familiarity and direct experi-
ence with the tools and practices used, and with the materials being acted upon [W42; W43]. They note that
while using “off the shelf” systems may be convenient, these systems typically do not afford the introspec-
tion that occurs when they themselves design tools from scratch – a hallmark for them of a DIY approach
[P45; W34]. In this light, it is those archaeologists who are actively involved in the making of DIY solu-
tions – tools, and procedures such as workflows – rather than those who merely use them, that provide an
adequate response to Jeremy Huggett’s call for “an introspective turn in Digital Archaeology” (Huggett,
2015, p. 94), and reclaiming the algorithmic agency and autonomy in digitally mediated practice (Huggett,
2021).

5.4 Expertise is Acquired Across Time As Craft

Archaeologists at WARP and PKAP positively frame the role of craft in how they personally acquired digital
skills and assess how those skills are learned by students today. Two venues for learning digital skills in
archaeology are typically discussed: formal learning environments, and while on-the-job or experimen-
tally. As Melanie and Joey reveal, the current generation of graduate archaeology students did not become
expert users of digital technology from their formal education, and to a large extent have had to learn things
in the field, building on prior familiarity with digital technologies picked up by growing up with access to
computers [W74; P29; W48]. Melanie views learning as “playing around”, taking time with the technology,
and collaborating with others [P29]. Participants from both projects concur that, despite inherent frustra-
tions, this approach has the benefit of introducing workers to new questions and necessary ways of using
the tool that is currently not taught in school [P31; P14; W42].

Several senior members in both projects confess to being early adopters and advanced users of various
digital tools despite not having any formal digital education [W63; W1; W42]. As Tom explains, he acquired
competencies with digital tools due to necessity, noting that only recently have digital tools designed for
the needs of archaeologists been released [P44]. Given the necessity-driven and informal nature of digital
skill acquisition, Dimitri suggests that the resulting tools and methods were messy and did not always work
[W2; W6]. However, Bill counters that a good deal of the digital work was useful, and has lived on through
re-use and updating [W19].

For some participants, there is also great resistance to digital workflows in how digital archaeology is
taught, based on broader ideological grounds [W41]. The most powerful sentiments stem from Bill, who
takes issue with the industrialization of North American universities, which he believes minimizes the
power and accumulated expertise of individual students and scholars in favour of viewing them as inter-
changeable commodity objects. He asserts that this workflow-based system undervalues well-rounded
workers who have built their own unique and complex knowledge bases over the course of their careers.
In opposition to this model, he holds up “a cat like Dimitri” as a prime example of an expert archaeologist
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who is conversant in a unique blend of competencies and holds irreplaceable expertise [W41], and who
could not be replaced by a worker simply trained to follow workflows.

Although both the emerging professionals and established archaeologists interviewed claim that craft
was the dominant learning mode in their digital education, older archaeologists frame a generational
difference in the level of craft and DIY present in digital skill acquisition. Older team members, who did
not grow up in a fully digital world like that of the graduate students, value their method of learning, which
is distinguished by a lifelong process of tinkering and experimentation driven by a distinctive personal
trajectory [P16; P29; P31; P14; P10]. They claim that some graduate students entering the field have received
extensive formal education in digital methods and have learned the workflow for digital tools but still
cannot effectively use them in practice [W42; P9]. This reveals a perceived distinction between the ability to
do fundamental rote work and working with the intention of achieving certain targeted outcomes while
truly understanding how information is being processed [W40]. For instance, by using the Jenks natural
breaks function on ArcGIS (ESRI, 2007) with only a limited understanding on how the mathematics behind
the clustering algorithm work.

This distinction is clear in Scott’s and Bill’s different views on how students are taught to use drones.
Scott sees the students learning a valuable skill that is quickly becoming ubiquitous among archaeologists.
However, Bill, reluctant to give full control of such an expensive tool to inexperienced students, sees this as
a hollow activity lacking any creative agency that would help them learn about the tool’s utility [W47; W66;
W67]. In another participant’s words, holding a pole does not make one a surveyor, as the latter requires a
long and slow process of apprenticeship and practice. For Bill, to truly learn a skill as a craft, it is necessary
to exert creative control over tools and to be given the opportunity to experiment with the risk of failure;
these aspects of apprenticeship were clearly absent in his piloting lessons. He adds:

Bill: Becoming a skilled craftsperson takes time. In fact, it can be a lifetime experience, whereby one is constantly learning.
It can only be gained by doing the work. [W42]

Opportunities to learn digital archaeology in this manner are currently limited, according to Brandon. He
claims that some archaeology schools push digital workflows and tools more than others, but the overall
orientation in the academy is traditional [P9]. This means that a student seeking to become what Brandon
identifies as a “really good archaeologist,” a well-rounded professional versed in digital technologies and
“on the ground” interpretive skills, will be unsupported in most universities [P11]. Furthermore, Brandon
asserts that learning digital archaeology in a short-term field school is entirely ineffective, as “GIS isn’t
something you’re going to pick up in a field school of four or six weeks. That’s something that you need to
work on for a semester or two to get a basic understanding of it and the functionality there” [P9]. He
expresses the fear that students that do receive a digital-focused education in university will not have
enough time to gain the interpretive skills necessary to use digital tools in a meaningful way, potentially
causing a drift away from “the craft that is archaeology” [P8].

6 Distribution and Recognition of Agency

According to study participants, the adoption of digital tools influences the ways in which different kinds of
work are distributed, acknowledged, and valued. Conceiving of digital tools as entities that operate according
to sociotechnical arrangements has implications both on how people we interviewed construct a figured
system of practice, as well as on how they establish and internalize interpersonal or comparative experiences.

6.1 Team Members Assume Variable Expertise-Based Roles

Workplace and epistemic practice studies indicate the reliance of individual roles on the mastery of parti-
cular tools, expertise in specific processes, or the order imposed by diverse functional contexts. In other
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words, the way a pattern (Alexander et al., 1977; Coplien, 1996) connecting a given situation with a chosen
course of action to achieve a desired effect while satisfying local constraints, rules and norms, will condi-
tion how various aspects of work are performed. Work roles assumed within a regime of such settings are
situationally variable, multiple, and overlapping, rather than stable and singular.

Field archaeologists we interviewed seem to adopt work role identities in line with such situational
variability. For example, while being a project co-director, Tom admits to a few different roles in PKAP: “I’m
sort of managing the students on my end. along with doing photography [and also] visiting trenches, kind
of giving some help and direction, and then also like digging and helping out”, especially when opening or
closing stratigraphic units [P38]. However, although Tom identifies himself as the “photography” person in
the project, Brandon indicates that it is he who grapples with taking photos for photogrammetric processing
in the field [P1]; this is not surprising, given the recognition Brandon enjoys, both within PKAP and beyond,
for his expertise and broader scholarly contribution to the methods of photogrammetric capture [P18; P36;
P7]. Besides, Tom states that casual, “just like general” photos taken by diverse team members are retained
as well. As he says, “we will encourage people to take them with their phones or whatever, and then share
them, and we’ll create a Dropbox folder” [P41]; we may assume that such “general” photos are kept largely
as records that might help contextualize prior working experiences, but, as Tom describes the process, it
seems that no metadata is recorded pertaining to these collections. While recognizing that anyone can take
photos, Tom asserts his role is as the “official” field photographer by demonstrating the methodical way he
captures each feature, and his role in associating these images with other official documentation, specifi-
cally the photo log that he maintains that acts as a bridge to other important records stored in the project’s
database [P39].

Meanwhile, in WARP, Dimitri assumes the responsibility for taking the “official” field photos for the
project, whereas Bill is recognized as someone who does lots of hands-on number-crunching, and who
maintains the databases [W17; W62; W54; W71; W11]. Project participants assume such roles in accordance
not only to their perceived capabilities but also to situational needs, similar to the assumption of the role of
osteology expert by a student participating in a Nordic excavation, within a broader context of situational
appropriation (Huvila, 2019b).

Although each individual co-director oversees a particular domain of work corresponding with their
own strengths, a common thread among them is the degree with which they have invested in all aspects of
the project [W5; P7; P12; W18]. Similarly, Scott recalls that each ceramicist’s distinct areas of expertise is
formally acknowledged and relied upon to assess degrees of confidence in the interpretations of each find
[W59]. It is striking that both PKAP and WARP project directors have a direct responsibility over what
Dimitri refers to as “the lowest level work, which is like photographing stuff and measuring” [W44], data
processing and backups, which otherwise might be delegated to junior team members. We could not
identify in our study participant’s ideas that would point to a kind of “machine-like organization of human
labour” whereby “‘tools’ are actual people,” as recognized by Mary Leighton in her comparative study of
Andean and British archaeological fieldwork (Leighton, 2015, p. 86). However, the recognition of different
kinds of work, division of tasks, allocation of responsibilities, and ensuring that all team members are
interactionally aligned in performing meaningful positions in the project given the tasks and tools at
hand – in other words, what Anselm Strauss called the articulation process (Strauss, 1988) – seems to be
more fluidly and dynamically distributed among people with different expertise in these two archaeological
projects, in an identity play that sets work boundaries while providing for professional freedom.

6.2 Decisions on Digital Work Depend on Team Buy-In

Participants in both projects recognize that specific people, all of whom are project directors, hold the
capacity to make decisions regarding the design and implementation of digital infrastructures, which are
deemed necessary to account for the distributed manner in which archaeological knowledge is produced
[W32; P13; W71; W3; W21; W7; W53; W28]. Archaeologists whose work typically requires digital expertise
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explicitly are responsible for how the tools selected for the project, the work protocols formulated, and the
distributions of labour established either support or oppose their goals, by trying to anticipate how they will
affect “downstream” processes [P45; P17; P16; W60; W55].

For instance, here is how Scott describes the workflow that he and Sarah had established to process a
batch of finds in the laboratory:

Scott: we would dump it out on the table … we would then organise it into these batches. … And then we would read it in,
where essentially, we would have one of the students at the computer with the access database open, and we would stand
there and read in all of the different fields, kind of talk about it. … And then we would move on to the next batch [W56].

Meanwhile, those who regularly perform routine tasks typically find value in the capacity of digital tools to
facilitate day-to-day operations, with little attention paid to how well the tool integrates with other com-
ponents of the project’s infrastructure [W44; W70; W73; W64; P48; P5; W46]. Directors in both PKAP and
WARP recall situations when rote practitioners rejected tools that were purchased specifically to streamline
their work because the particular tool got in the way of the tasks at hand [W8; W9; P6; W10]. In a similar
vein, Bill and Dimitri recall making explicit efforts to involve students in the broader systems of knowledge
creation by asking them to compile weekly reports derived from the data they collected in the field. They
feel doing so would help the students reflect on the purpose of their work and understand it within a
broader context, one that characterizes them as creators of valued records [W38]. Bill adds that granting
autonomy to these rote workers, and recognizing their agency, “helped transition to a more collegial
relationship” [W4].

7 Figured Worlds of Digital Archaeological Fieldwork

Our aim has been to provide answers to the four research questions mentioned at the start of this paper.
Firstly, we asked to what extent do project team members address different aspects of archaeological
fieldwork activity and digitally mediated practice (RQ1). As our analysis of coding frequencies showed,
conversations among study participants evolve more often around Activities (particularly related to
acquiring and analysing processes such as collecting, scanning, photographing, doing photogrammetry,
identifying, and comparing), Roles (such as students, finds specialists, and field workers), Tools (software
and hardware, but also non-digital tools), and Information entities (including paper recording sheets,
digital photos, and databases). However, all other topics represented in different hierarchies of our code
system – Groups, Persons, Competences, Archaeological entities, External factors, Methods, and Motives –
also appear in conversations, albeit less often. Participants do consider these topics, and the underlying
dimensions of practice, as interrelated, connecting them regularly in discursive structures of issues they
identify, and related positions they express.

In addition, while topical interest is shared across the two projects, PKAP participants more frequently
raise technical topics such as georeferenced and remote sensing data, software and network services, and
advance more frequent arguments (issues and positions) related to doing fieldwork, whereas WARP con-
versations are drawn more to human-oriented topics such as roles and competences, and arguments about
learning and expertise. Although the two projects, directors, and team members are bound together by
shared histories and concrete ties, their figured worlds of fieldwork practice seem to be different, consid-
ering both the frequency of topics addressed in the interviews and the meaning of their Sayings: PKAP team
members seem to be more concerned about process (as shown by procedures and workflows, digital tools,
and privileging of information objects such as data) and WARP members seem more concerned about
intentionality (of people, roles, motivations, and beliefs). Although both projects appear equally concerned
about knowledge work, PKAP participants engage more with pragmatic knowledge on the application of
digital methods and technical topics, in line with Brandon and Tom’s research interests andmethodological
contributions in photogrammetry, GIS, and data constitution in digital archaeology (Olson, Gordon,
Runnels, & Chomyszak, 2014; Roosevelt et al., 2015). WARP participants engage more with a critical,
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sociotechnical, or even political approach to digital work and learning, privileging questions of epistemo-
logical fit, researcher agency, epistemic division of labour, and the nature of archaeological knowledge.
This engagement is more in line with Dimitri’s affiliation with multiple epistemic communities and breadth
of substantive research interests, and in Bill’s vigorous record of publication and informal scholarly acti-
vism on DIY and slow archaeology (Caraher, 2016, 2019; Caraher, Kourelis, & Reinhard, 2014; Caraher &
Reinhard, 2015).The identity of the two projects is shaped, to a great extent, by the overlapping interests
and dispositions of project directors.

Our second research question asks how participants situate digital technologies, tools, and procedures
in the context of their conception of archaeological knowledge work (RQ2). By examining issues and
positions advanced by participants regarding digital tools, methods, and information objects, we revealed
how digital tools may expand the capabilities of archaeologists, allowing them to work faster and more
accurately, “even[ing] the playing field” [P37] and facilitating preservation and re-use of archaeological
data. At best, these tools are considered to be good to think with, enabling better archaeological analysis of
collected data. However, at the same time, these tools are considered as severely constraining the autonomy
and agency of researchers as knowledge workers by enforcing their own logic on archaeologists.

Like Bernard Stiegler’s “pharmakon,” digital tools are framed here both as a poison and as a cure
(Stiegler, 2012; cf. Stobiecka, 2020), but importantly their ability to do good or harm is tied to their agentive,
performative role in producing outcomes in situated contexts, and in shaping the production of knowledge.
This shift is captured in the centrality of the notion of workflows. Participants use “workflows” as a free-
floating signifier, a metonymic term indexing the instrumentality of algorithmic power shaping the
encounter between researcher and archaeological record, the hyper-granularization of archaeological
data, the erosion of expertise, the mechanization of work, and the alienation of human labour. Reclaiming
agency and autonomy is conveyed through notions describing concrete situations or ways of doing: embo-
died practice as a counter to the obscuring effects of digital intermediation, slow archaeology as a trade-off
between craft and efficiency, and a digital DIY creating and repurposing of digital technology for archae-
ological goals as an effective way of wielding back agency from the algorithmic logic of infrastructures.

In conversations with PKAP and WARP participants on digital technology in fieldwork, DIY practice is
advanced as an approach to counter the domination of digital tools and workflows. Craft also occupies a co-
extensional conceptual space, being both a way of doing archaeology, and an accomplishment: a form of
holistic archaeological knowledge that goes beyond the instrumental action of operating the tools or going
through the steps of a pre-established workflow. Archaeologists who draw on a DIY approach in their work
can be thought of here as forming a community of practice (Wenger, 1999), using craft to inform decision-
making in the application of digital technologies in archaeological practice with the goal of protecting
researcher agency. Although participants advance the idea that digital workflows have the potential to
undermine craft and DIY practice, they also recognize that these creative and agentive ways of working can
introduce greater flexibility and reflexivity to digital work. When named by participants, craft and DIY are
usually framed in opposition to digital workflows. However, in broader discussions of agency and digital
work, the two are not framed as being so mutually exclusive.

Thirdly, we asked how participants address issues of expertise, competences, and learning in the
context of digitally mediated fieldwork (RQ3). Countering the model of a technician who merely knows
how to replicate a set of mechanical instructions, study participants frame the archaeologist as needing to
be a nimble “cat,” who can navigate different contexts of knowledge and expertise: someone equally at
home with substantive research in Aegean prehistory and Classical antiquity, as with archaeological and
social theory, the praxis of field work, and with the use of digital tools and methods. Participants associate
expertise with a slow process involving immersion and hands-on engagement in the field or in the lab
rather than a quick fix achieved through training in a university classroom. The very practice of digital
archaeology in the field, for project directors and instructors, is therefore framed as a form of vital experi-
ential learning beyond the classroom, obtained over a longer-term apprenticeship doing fieldwork and
making archaeological knowledge. However, agency in the form of DIY practice and craft is not available
to all but rather hinges on the socioeconomic and political contexts within which archaeology operates
(cf. Richardson, 2014; Richardson & Lindgren, 2017; Thorpe, 2012). The shortcomings of formal academic
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learning in digital archaeology noted by Brandon [P11], and the disconnect between proficiency in both
what is traditionally valued in an archaeologist and what is needed for digital work, points, therefore, to a
critical challenge in attaining well-rounded archaeological expertise of the holistic nature envisioned by
Bill, Dimitri, and other study participants. As an approach that is primarily concerned with reclaiming
agency from systems of control, the integrity of archaeology-as-craft hinges, ultimately, on how well it may
support a more inclusive and equitable modus operandi (Caraher, 2019; Morgan & Eddisford, 2014; Perry &
Taylor, 2018; Richardson, 2017; Zorzin, 2015).

Finally, the fourth research question asks how participants conceive of the roles and relationships
between team members in the context of digitally mediated fieldwork (RQ4). A key finding of our analysis
has been that work roles and professional identities related to digital practice tend to be variable, multiple,
and overlapping, rather than stable, exclusive, and singular. However, even if the project teammembers are
ascribed specific roles in particular task contexts – as field walkers, as data entry workers, as co-authors of
publications down the line – their identities appear to be stabilized through tacit negotiation of the limits of
expertise of each other and the mutual recognition of boundaries. Decision making is a hugely important
dimension of enacting agency, and criteria for making decisions about digital tools and practices differ
among participants according to their role in the project. Professional identities are validated through the
accounts of situated discursive activities of participants as they grapple with concrete aspects of their
encounter with digital technology in the field, and mutual recognition comes in ways that conform to
each members’ expectations, and their understandings of value and acquired expertise.

Sayings of teammembers about digital tools, workflows, DIY practice and craft in work and learning are
relevant for our understanding of PKAP and WARP as knowledge organizations. As noted by Theodore
Schatzki, “sayings are intentional, oriented to ends, parts of tasks and projects and variously emotional […]
they are carried out in light of rules and […] they, to varying degrees, articulate general understandings”
(Schatzki, 2017, p. 130). In the Sayings we analysed in this study, participants represent WARP and PKAP as
projects that have normalized the use of digital tools and the adoption of digital processes in their work.
They reveal motivations and ends of ensuring that available tools, digital and non-digital alike, can play a
pragmatically useful role in the archaeological process, while reclaiming agency and autonomy within
archaeological fieldwork. As collective imaginings for the future of digital archaeology, these Sayings retain
a healthy ambiguity in conceiving of digital tools and processes. The strength and co-extensional meanings
of the key notions they represent, be it workflows, craft, or DIY archaeology, belies their ambiguity,
metonymic power, and a very fluid, context-dependent significance.

The ideas of the archaeologists we interviewed represent two distinct figured worlds in PKAP and
WARP. The way digital tools and workflows, the acquisition of expertise, and the shaping of roles and
relationships unfolds in each of these two projects is related to the different generations, professional
identities, and schools of thought of the directors for these two projects. As clear from their public record,
the archaeologists we interviewed belong to a broader, recognizable thought collective within archaeology
(Fleck, 1979), meeting virtually in the same blogrolls and edited volumes, which keeps a distance from
positivism and solutionism; they all seem to recognize the continuing relevance and value of non-digital
aspects of archaeological work both for acquiring expertise and for countering the distance introduced by
digital intermediation; and they all recognize the primacy of researcher autonomy vs algorithmic agency.
However, it is also possible to recognize a difference, whereby PKAP directors are much more invested in
wielding their own expertise in photogrammetry and GIS to harness the algorithmic power of digital
technology, whereas WARP directors appear much more geared towards projecting a critical discourse
about social and human aspects of technology use, its pitfalls and implications.

We might be tempted to suggest that, of the four alternative scenarios for the “unstable futures” of
digital archaeology put forward by Jeremy Huggett, Paul Reilly, and Gary Lock, PKAP, with its advocacy of
home-grown photogrammetry and GIS solutions and expertise, might be recognized as part of the “School
of Digital Citizenship” eager to make potentially disruptive, low-cost “substantive contributions and receive
recognition in the discipline,”whereas WARP, with its critical approach to the wholesale adoption of digital
technology, steampunk ethos of experimentation, and cultural improvisation bringing together traditional
archaeological craft with digital expertise, might be thought of as a “Commune of Digital Anarchy … an
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alternative loc[us] of knowledge creation enliven[ing] the ebb and flow of critical discourse” (Huggett et al.,
2018, pp. 48–49). Yet, our findings point to a more complex and nuanced situation, with ambiguous and
sometimes even contradictory ideas, and with potentially significant internal differences in how, for
instance, participants who design the workflows and decide on the digital tools used in fieldwork might
view things differently from those involved in the routine use of those very same tools. At any rate, this
study is meant to be idiographic rather than nomothetic (Windelband, 1980): the validity of our findings
holds only for the two fieldwork projects we investigated, and we would expect different figured worlds
among archaeologists working in different archaeological projects. As broader implications go, it may be
more justified to trace the contingent cultural biography of figurations for workflows, craft, embodied
knowledge, DIY, and slow archaeology as they may be negotiated and adopted by other archaeological
teams, rather to lay claim to any ambition of generalization or prediction.

In the field of practice, Sayings are also “doings,” albeit of a discursive kind (Schatzki, 2017). The
figured worlds of digital fieldwork practice enacted by Sayings in these two eastern Mediterranean fieldwork
projects constitute different worker identities in the bundle of archaeological practice, involving partici-
pants of differing statuses in terms of archaeological and digital expertise, situationally dependent and
multiple work roles, and the ability to decide and act vis-à-vis digital technology. They constitute figura-
tions: ideations of practice through discourse transcending actual and normative domains, but also “webs
of interdependence” between project team members “linked with each other in the most diverse ways [and]
characterized by power balances of many sorts”, with some relationships realized in practice and others as
“open (unattached) valences” (Elias, 1978, pp. 14–15, Figure 2).

In the context of considering work that needs to be performed under financial, time, and logistical
concerns, workflows and digital tools that are central to such figurations may be conceived as useful,
instrumental extensions of the archaeologists’ self, serving local purposes within a discourse of craft vs
efficacy: the team needs to produce publications and field seasons need to be wrapped up, PhD students
need to learn the ropes and develop expertise to be accepted as peers, and to secure a career. In a critical
context, where the nature of archaeological expertise and knowledge work is in question, digital technology
may, conversely, be viewed in the context of a discourse of technocracy vs agency: a mediation of the angst
around the recognition that archaeological knowing cannot be attained through shortcuts, instrumentality
is not the same as knowledge, digital technology brings promise but also challenges to authority and
agency. Sayings about craft, DIY, bricolage, and related notions shared by participants in the PKAP and
WARP projects emerge as mediating tools towards establishing a middle ground between these two dis-
sonant discourses: as semiotic echoing of the wider theoretical debates on archaeology’s “anxiety”
(Huggett, 2013, 2015) by “excavating” them from within the situated practice and figured Sayings of field
archaeologists in the wild.

8 Conclusion

Important questions remain open in our inquiry. We have been confident, in our analysis, in representing
key notions of participant Sayings regarding the specificity of “good” digital practice in fieldwork –
tweaking, workarounds, cobbling together, working “on the fly”, getting hands “dirty” – and recognize
clearly the conceptual cluster of umbrella notions that participants bring forth to characterize such prac-
tice – craft, DIY, and slow archaeology. However, we are challenged in tallying these representations with
theorizations and historical accounts that cover the same conceptual terrain in the literature. Are the fluid
and reciprocal learning processes, roles, and relationships manifested in these archaeological projects
really similar to the routine-bound, structured aspects of historically attested practices of craft and the
strict, hierarchical relationships and power differentials between the “craftsman” and the apprentice char-
acteristic of guilds (Sennett, 1978; Shanks & McGuire, 1996)? Or, rather, are they more akin to communities
of practice, supporting situated learning through legitimate peripheral participation (Davidovic, 2008; Lave
& Wenger, 1991; Olsson, 2016; Wenger, 1999)? When participants assert the need to reclaim agency from
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technology, do they envision digital tools and workflows as efficacious extensions of a distributed person
(Gell, 1998; Strathern, 1992), or as black-boxed hybrids, or monsters (Latour, 1993; Morgan, 2019)? Does
digital work in archaeology hinge overall on innovation or on cultural improvisation of traditional knowl-
edge (Hallam & Ingold, 2007)? Are members of these archaeological projects akin to bricoleurs, dealing
with digital tools by shrewdly cobbling together locally available materials, digital tools and competencies,
or like engineers, designing and implementing rational specifications and methods of action (Chapman &
Wylie, 2014; Johnson, 2012; Lévi-Strauss, 1962; Lucas, 2012; Wylie, 2002)? These questions remain central to
our concerns and point to fruitful directions for future work.

In line with the constructionist ontological commitments of our study, our focus has been not so much
to advance claims about the actual effects of digital tools and workflows, or the adequacy of digital skills
acquisition in the classroom. It has been, rather, on how to make sense of the “figured worlds” of parti-
cipants we interviewed in Cyprus and the Peloponnese: the socially generated and culturally figured
“collective imaginings,” that is, “socially and culturally constructed realm[s] of interpretation in which
particular characters and actors are recognized, significance is assigned to certain acts, and particular
outcomes are valued over others” (Holland, 2001, p. 53). In this light, we may interpret the frequent
references of our participants to specific archaeological Activities, Roles, digital and non-digital Tools,
Information entities, Groups, and Competences as discursive acts of constructing a world that bridges their
perception of reality (e.g. what digital workflows actually do) with imagined archaeological futures (e.g.
what will be an archaeology driven by digital workflows). Sayings of PKAP andWARP project teammembers
about digitally mediated work, learning and expertise are not therefore considered in this study as
“actuarial records” providing forensic evidence of their actual archaeological activity but rather as dis-
cursive representations pointing to evaluative positionings, norms, affects – as “contracts” of participants
towards better future digital practice in archaeology (cf. Garfinkel, 1967, pp. 194–195).

One broader objective of the E-CURATORS project is to contribute to the current debates on digital
archaeology and the digitally mediated work of archaeological data curation, research and communication
from a position of epistemological humility. By shifting, in this study, from a nomothetic to a idiographic
framing of claims to knowledge, from a normative to an empirical methodological approach, and from a
research focus on how fieldworkers (should) use digital tools and infrastructures to their imaginings on
digitally mediated fieldwork, learning, and expertise, we hope to encourage a reflexive and open digital
archaeology, which takes the voices of field archaeologists seriously, and recognizes the crucial role their
agency and intentionality plays in shaping digital archaeological practice.
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